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Ahoy there!
From a distance, being in business seems really simple: make a thing, sell a thing, profit
from the thing! Hooray!
We both know it only seems that way.
In reality, running your own business is an act of being in over your head and barely notdrowning most of the time. You figure it out as you go, you try not to freak out, and you
manage to handle the urgent day-to-day tasks that keep your business afloat.
How many times have you come up with brilliant plans, only to let ’em fall by the wayside
when urgent stuﬀ takes over? Client requests, errands, e-mail, ‘exposure’ opportunities,
blogging, social media, and life get in the way. A few weeks out, your once-brilliant, shiny
plans are just pieces of paper or scraps of ideas buried in your phone.
You’ll worry about those things that make your heart sing tomorrow. Next week. Next
month.
Okay, someday. (No really! SOMEDAY, DAMMIT. I MEAN IT THIS TIME.)

I know
how You
feel.
Even when you (I, we, all of us) try to focus on the big-picture-important-stuﬀ, you’re
(I’m, we’re) hit by waves of panic or indecision or overwhelm. Then we stream video
and inhale our vice food of choice ::pauses to high-five all the sugars:: and hope it will
go away.
The trouble is, that uncomfortable, ‘I don’t know what I’m doing or where this is going’
feeling DOES go away because there’s something else vying for our attention in no
time at all. It’s an exhausting and frustrating cycle that leaves you feeling stuck even
when you’re getting what you say you want.
We’re sold endless online methodology ― 7 steps! 6 pillars! 9 modules! 84 minutes ’til
you know the answer once and for all! ― but not ways of being.
That’s because new ways of being take time to implement, to mess up, learn, relearn,
and explore. The stream of $500 and $1k and $2k programs designed to put
thousands of students through their paces at once can’t oﬀer the TIME or physical
space or connections necessary to take care of you.

Steer Your Ship is made for
exploring new ways of being in
business.
And for finding new ways of being, period.
You can learn to walk in the world as a perfectly sane, not-crazy-busy
human who happens to own a business.
You can choose to earn what you deem ‘enough’ instead of reaching
for larger and larger income goals that complicate your life with more
humans, more systems, more work hours, and more strategies.
It took seven years of being in business before I could admit that I
didn’t want more humans and more systems in my everyday life. I
love working with people one-on-one (not as profitable, not scalable,
WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU THEY SAID) and writing books. Yup,
good ol’ carry-with-you, don’t-plug-it-in-or-you’ll-cause-a-housefire
books.
You can choose to turn oﬀ your phone
and breathe more.
Or travel more
or have sex more
or talk with humans in real life more
or whatever-it-is-you-love-most more.

“I've never felt more powerful than I do now. And I
don't think I've ever accepted myself the way I do
now. You will grow in ways you cannot imagine.”
— Indriana Irawan Bravo

If you want to have a business that feeds and sustains you without taking all your juice ― that
gives you space to grow and play while providing you with a more-than-average income ―
BUT YOU DON’T WANT TO BUILD A GIANT 7 or 8 or 9-FIGURE SCALABLE EMPIRE with
teams and staﬀs and endless systems and call center employees, I can help.
I spent YEARS thinking I was broken and terrible because my work really, really matters to
me, but I didn’t want to scale my company or get an investor or hire a large team or open a
big oﬃce or even outsource my e-mail checking. I tried to want those things, but I kept
coming back to deeply personal work with clients like yourself.
There’s a poetry to being in business that can’t be taught so much as felt.
I can help you feel your way to the next phase of your business life, whatever that is. For past
participants, this meant sold out workshops and client lists that were full to bursting, but it
also meant quitting quite a few business revenue streams altogether.
I can help you remember that the only rules that matter are the ones you choose to abide by.
I can help you steer your freaking ship.

The Steer Your Ship curriculum includes four main elements
that come up again and again, like directions on a compass.

Stop the overwhelm.
Choose the important.
Shape your business life.
Find your rhythm.

Stop the overwhelm. We’ll remember the ways you used to do things, before life
and adulthood and listening to others and those podcast hosts and social media and
your phone got in the way.
Choose the important. We’ll redefine the things you MUST do and eliminate the
‘shoulds’ that hold you back, then find ways to bring what you deem the most
important elements of your work into your daily life. Your daily ― not someday,
imagined, far-oﬀ-fantasy ― life.
Shape your business life. Rebellion can be as simple as realizing you don’t have to
do it that way ― no matter WHAT ‘that way’ is for you. We’ll make business a game
that feels light and simple, not heavy and complicated.
We’ll drag every bit of your business into the (metaphorical) street, then let you bring
only those pieces that you still need and love back into your (metaphorical) house.
Find your rhythm. We’ll use the power of routine and ritual to keep you engaged in
your business without being overwhelmed by it. We’ll also explore powerful
marketing and habits that boost income without making you feel like a used car
salesman.

These classes are at the core of the simple-but-not-easy practices we’ll implement during the full six months of our
time together.
Oh and! We can absolutely pretend that we’ll only talk business, business, and more business when we’re in Santa
Fe and L.A., but that’s not true. We’ll talk about life ― the whole of it, the bits that can’t be separated easily from
each other ― and I’ll help you listen to yourself.
The parts of you that are scared.
The parts that have been hiding for so long.
The parts that aren’t convinced you’re ready.
The parts that can’t pretend to give a shit about that any longer.
You might give up your day job, give up your partner, fall in love, have another baby, double your income, launch a
new course, create a few classes that sell out, move to a new city, or pursue an entirely diﬀerent business
direction. (At least, those are things that happened to past participants. Also: toilet paper outfits. They’re
happening.)
In time, you’ll freak out about how fucking awesome life can be. You’ll do spontaneous dances of pure glee
because you fired that client or stopped doing that thing or finally launched the product, wrote the book, opened
the store, fixed the website, or found the clients.
Together, we’ll weather the storms that come from taking decisive action, and I’ll be there for you every
freaking step of the freaking way.

“…the most transformative
thing I’ve done in my adult
life.”
— Michelle Cormack

We’ll get together for 1-on-1 calls before and after our Santa Fe retreat, and we'll
keep up with one another through group accountability calls in November,
February, and March.
I’ll hold you as you cry or egg you on when you’re holding a kayak race in the
swimming pool. I’ll help you fish an otter or holi powder out of your bathing suit,
or talk you through leaving your job, or sit with you in the pain of losing a child,
or discuss your expensive vacuum collection without judging. (All of those are
real life examples.) I’ll cheer you on when you’re in a dance-oﬀ with your fellow
seamen, and I’ll ask just the right questions in just the right order when you most
need someone to understand.
I’ll be fully present, as deeply connected or as chill as you need, for as long
as you need, because that’s my job.
To be there.
To witness your growth and to bring the infinitely amazing goodness that you’ve
buried beneath Busy and Should and Can’t to light.
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“I was surprised at
how much we were
able to dive into both
personal and
business issues and
really get some
problems solved. As
much as each of us
struggle with
problems in our
business and
personal lives, we
feel like solving them
is going to have to be
a long, drawn-out
experience. But
really, all it takes is a
person who gets us,
who will listen, and
who will ask the
questions that need
to be asked.”
— Alicia Bruce

Steer Your Ship is unlike
any other program on
the planet. Here’s why!
Size. There are just 10 spots available.
Foreplay. You’ll do pre-event homework and
have a one-on-one coaching session with me
before we get to hug it out in Santa Fe.
Length. Our time living and learning together at
Ojo Caliente (shown, hot springs included!)
allows us to connect actively and deeply, with
plenty of time for fun and for exploration. One
hell of a lot of awesome shit can happen during
three full workshop days, plus a welcome dinner
and a sendoﬀ breakfast. (And that’s only retreat
number one!)
Girth. Education doesn’t have to be boring, and it
doesn’t happen just because you’re sitting
around a table paying attention to someone
who’s speaking. Education happens in life, which
is why we’re carving out time to get out there
and live some adventures. We’ll be mud bathing
and wandering around the desert and sticking
our face in art between homecooked meals.

Steer Your Ship is unlike
any other program on
the planet. Here’s why!
Payday. Imagine the day you release that
program, hold that event, sell that workshop,
book all those gigs, or stare down a calendar
full of your favorite business activities.
THAT’S where Steer Your Ship helps you makes
your money back, and then some ― and that
day isn’t a distant, far oﬀ ‘maybe someday I
hope.’ It’s a conscious creation that we work
toward for six months together.
The hot seats. These focused times at the
workshop allow you to bring your most pressing
business or life concern to the table to be
addressed by both myself and everyone
present. I’ve been told the magic that happens
during the hotseats is worth the cost of Steer
Your Ship all by its lonesome.
Intimacy. At left, you can see every person
who’s ever done the program. (And I love every
single one of them.)

“…one of the most enlightening experiences I’ve ever
had. I came away with an amazing sense of clarity, a
new sense of direction to seek in my business, and
friendships, not to mention a fantastic marketing
roadmap and a spirit animal.” — Crystal Chanel Colon

LOTS of things are included…
Two retreats + group calls
+ 1-on-1 work + accountability
+ all the archives + antics
+ whole-life transformation.

Live Steer Your Ship Retreat #1 // October 28th - Nov. 1st, Santa Fe, NM
You’ll get away from your everyday life with three full days of live classes,
laser-focused individual coaching, fun activities, and group exercises that
will define and refine where you want to take your business in the coming
months. Tack on an opening dinner and a sendoﬀ breakfast, and you’ve got
an idea of what to expect. Pretty much pure magic. // $3500 value
Live Retreat Goodies // Santa Fe
You’ll have accommodation (shown) in our gorgeous Santa Fe house at Ojo
Caliente resort for four nights, from October 28th to November 1st, plus
homemade breakfasts, lunches, and the opening dinner. // $1300 value
Live Steer Your Ship Retreat #2 // April 7-9, 2019, Los Angeles
We’re meeting up in Los Angeles next April to reconnect for a full-day
workshop adventure. We’ll revisit the goals you’ve set and engage in brand
new exercises to push you even further into the place where you’re so
scared/excited/so alive that you want to pee your pants. // $999 value

Even more things are included…
1-on-1 Coaching Calls in September and January
This pair of one-on-one, hour-long calls with me refines your vision for the months ahead. Your
first life preserver call takes place one month before the live experience, while the other goes
down a few months after playing in person to answer lingering questions and course-correct the
ship that is your business in real time. // $1298 value
Group Accountability Calls in November, February, and March
We’ll meet to talk specifics of how you’re doing and where you still need help. By being held
accountable to the entire group, you’re much more likely to check oﬀ your to-do’s and make
massive progress (even if it’s in the 72 hours before that call). // $599 value
Complimentary tickets to any workshops, programs, books, or magical creations that release
between October 2018 and April 2019
That includes a seat in the live Brave workshop ($595 value) and a seat in the Space course to
help you break up with your phone ($69 value), as well as dibs on any other goodies that are
released. // $664 value
Bonus Steer Your Ship Surprises
There are all sorts of goodies waiting for you in the program, but telling you about them would
ruin the surprise! Think beloved books, top-secret assignments, and spy names. Resources to
help you learn, grow, earn, achieve, and enjoy are all included. // $200 value
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“In just over four weeks
since Steer Your Ship,
I've more than doubled
my wedding bookings for
next year.
On the personal end, for
the first time in my life I'm
making active decisions
about when to rest, and
using my "oﬀ season" to
rejuvenate and reflect.
For years, I've planned to
do that, but always failed
- feeling like there was
"too much to get done"
and never actually
resting.
I feel the disjointed parts
of me, my life and my
business have all finally
locked into alignment to
become unified and
whole and strong.”
— Meera Mohan-Graham
(shown swimming with
otters, who are handsy
AF)

“The experience we shared
was sacred. For the first time I
felt truly seen. I cracked my
heart open wide, as did they.
Free of judgement. Free of
fear. Free to dream. Free to
explore.
We laughed, we cried, we were
silly, we played, we were loud,
we were quiet, but most of all
we showed up because we
wanted to uncover a bigger and
better way of living.”
— Beryl Young

At the end of Steer Your Ship, you’ll be making more money and have a more traditionally
‘successful’ business. It’s pretty much inevitable. But more importantly, you’ll be more
YOU. ...and you’ll have come farther, faster, in our six months together than you have in the
past decade.
That’s the power of two retreats, a shit-ton of silliness, private coaching, group meetings, all those
times I harass you with glittery snail mail, and the collective eﬀorts of everyone in the group to
make damn sure you do what you say you’re gonna do. I can’t wait to see what we come up with
together! Grab your seat here!
Love —
Kristen
P.S. The photos you see are past Steer Your Ship peeps doing everything from kayaking in a pool
to cavorting with otters to preparing for a shaving cream and cheetos battle to playing with holi
powder and sprinkles on a beach in Costa Rica. I could *say* we have fun, or I could *show you*
the sort of fun we have.
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“I went from feeling like I sort of
kinda have a project thing I'm
working on, but it lives in the
ether and someday maybe it will
come to fruition... to carving out
time each day to work on my
deepest work, to managing my
time and energy in order to
make sure that work happens, to
finding stillness instead of
numbing it, and making a plan
so that my business will
definitely be a real thing with a
real date of starting. When
people ask me what I do, I don't
feel the need to shift my feet
back and forth and look
sideways and raise my voice to
a question mark at the end of
each sentence.

It's nice to feel like my truest
work is always right under the
surface, rather than like I need to
go hunting for it because it's
been so long since I've been
connected to it.”
— Nicole A. Hershey

Got questions?
I know this is a big decision, so please reach out via any
means necessary to talk it through and see if this is right for
you. I solemnly swear to avoid pressuring you in any way!

INSTAGRAM

E-MAIL ME

CALL/TEXT

@kkalp

K@kristenkalp.com

215.206.3689

scared/excited?
The total value of the Steer Your Ship goodies included are worth 8560,
but your cost is 4500 USD. That’s 9 equal monthly payments of 500 each.
What could you do or make or become or start or finish if you started now?
Let’s find out.

JOIN NOW

YOUR QUESTIONS,
ANSWERED!
What are the dates and location of the live retreats?

JOIN NOW

October 28th to November 1st, 2018 in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and April 7-9th in Los
Angeles, California.
BUT KRISTEN I REALLY NEED TO KNOW IF YOU’LL COVER _______.
Whether you desperately need marketing advice or your pricing is a mess or you’re
so tired you can’t stand up straight, we can handle it. Overwhelmed, freaking out,
tried everything and nothing’s working out? We can handle it. Whatever it is that
you desperately need help examining, fixing, solving, managing, or mastering, we’ll
handle it together.
How does the payment plan work?
You'll make 9 equal monthly payments of $500 to total $4500.
You could make that money back when you start following through with marketing
plans instead of thinking about them, stop hiding from potential clients on the
interwebs by actually asking people to buy your stuﬀ, bring new products or services
into your business, and/or forge creative partnerships to make new projects happen.
I’ve worked with you before, will Steer Your Ship do me any good?
Absolutely, and welcome back! I’d be thrilled to help your business grow in the
direction of your choice. The live retreat events, exercises, and activities you’ll do
throughout the program are all new, and I suspect they’ll delight the everloving crap
out of you.

YOUR QUESTIONS,
ANSWERED!

JOIN NOW

How does the lodging situation work?
We’ll all be staying in a ginormous house in Santa Fe for our first retreat, with a
live-in cook/mama bear to take care of your every dietary need. YUP you’ll be
sharing a room. Dinners are free time meant to let you reconnect with yourself,
play with other peeps, or hang in the hot tub after ordering in. (They’re the only
meals that aren’t included.)
For the Los Angeles retreat, you’re free to stay in a hotel or hit up the AirBnb.
We order in takeout and jampack as much hot seat-ing and learning as we can
into a single day!
What makes you qualified to teach this, again?
I’ve…got an Education degree; ghostwritten over $1.6 million worth of books;
marketed five and six-figure product launches for those ghostwritten books;
raised over $30k for Flying Kites school and orphanage through business;
coached thousands of peeps through e-mail, phone, online classes, workshops,
seminars and conferences around the globe; held my own six-figure product
launch; maintained a business through bouts with clinical depression; and called
bullshit on business should’s, have-to’s and boring defaults through my business
for the past 9 years.
What if I can’t make it? Do I get a refund?
Because this group is so intimate ― there are just ten spots available ― no
refunds for any portion of your payment are available. Once you’re in, you’re in!
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September // 1-on-1 call
October // Santa Fe retreat, Oct. 28th to Nov. 1st
November // group accountability call
January // 1-on-1 call
February // group accountability call
March // group accountability call
April // L.A. retreat, 7th-9th

Let’s do this!

Image credit for SYS 2016-17 and this headshot to Alicia Bruce, who is a wonderful human and SYS alum.

